
Chapter 1

Developing
Number Sense

Wherever there is a number, there is beauty.

—Proclus (A.D. 410–485)

BABIES CAN COUNT

I
n 1980, Prentice Starkey (1980) persuaded 72 mothers to bring their young babies to his

laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania for a novel experiment. While seated on its mother’s

lap, each baby, aged between 16 and 30 weeks, observed slides projected on a screen. The slides

contained two or three large black dots spread out horizontally. Starkey varied the spacing between

the dots so that neither the total length of the line nor the density of the dots could be used to

discriminate their number. After numerous trials, Starkey noticed that the average fixation time of

1.9 seconds for a two-dot slide jumped to an average of 2.5 seconds (a 32 percent increase) for a

three-dot slide. Thus, the babies detected the change from two to three dots.

In a follow-up experiment, Strauss and Curtis (1981) at the University of Pittsburgh repeated

this format but used colored photographs of common objects instead of dots. The objects varied in

size and alignments, so that the only constant was their number. The babies continued to notice the

difference between slides of two and three objects (Figure 1.1). Similar experiments with infants

have been conducted by various researchers, even as recently as 2006 (Berger, Tzur, & Posner,

2006). They all yield the same finding: In the first few months of life, babies notice the constancy

of objects and detect differences in their numerical quantities. Babies, of course, do not have 
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a sophisticated concept of counting, but they do have 

a conception of quantity, or what scientists call

numerosity. 

Is numerosity innate, or is it something the babies

were able to learn in their first few months? Newborns

can distinguish two objects from three, and perhaps

three from four. Their ears notice the difference

between two sounds from three. It seems unlikely that

newborns could gather enough information from the

environment to learn the numbers 1, 2, and 3 in just

the few months after birth. Thus, this ability seems to

have a strong genetic component.

More support for the notion that numerosity is

prewired in the brain comes from case studies of

patients who have lost or never had a sense of

numbers. Butterworth (1999), for example, describes

a patient who had a stroke that left her language and reasoning abilities intact but destroyed her

ability to estimate or determine the number of objects in any collection. After another patient had

an operation to remove a tumor from the left side of her brain, numbers had no meaning for her.

Once again, this patient’s language ability and general intelligence were unaffected, but she could

not even be taught finger addition. The multiplication tables were just a nonsense poem to her.

Butterworth also describes a man who apparently never had number sense, although he earned a

college degree in psychology. He had to use his fingers for simple arithmetic and resorted to a

calculator for other computations, although the answer had no meaning for him. He was unable to

tell the larger of two numbers or to quickly count just three items in a collection. 

Dehaene (1997) examined how one’s sense of numbers can be disrupted after a stroke. One

patient counted about half the items in a collection and then stopped counting because she thought

she counted them all. Another patient would count the same items over and over again, insisting

there were 12 items when there were only four. Here, too, language ability and general intelligence

were not affected. These are just a few examples from a large collection of case studies that lead to

one conclusion: We are born with a built-in number sense!

What Is Number Sense?

Tobias Danzig (1967) introduced the term “number sense” in 1954, describing it as a person’s

ability to recognize that something has changed in a small collection when, without that person’s
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Figure 1.1 Researchers used slides similar
to these to prove that infants can discriminate
between the numerosities of 2 and 3. The
slides with the dots are similar to those used by
Starkey (1980), and slides with objects are
representative of the experiments conducted by
Strauss and Curtis (1981).
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knowledge, an object has been added or

removed from the collection. We have

number sense because numbers have mean-

ing for us, just like words and music. And as

in the case of learning words, we were born

with it or, at the very least, born with the

ability to acquire it without effort at a very young age. Mathematician Keith Devlin (2000) refined

the definition by suggesting that number sense consisted of two important components: the ability

to compare the sizes of two collections shown simultaneously, and the ability to remember numbers

of objects presented successively in time.

Because we are born with number sense does not necessary mean that we all can become great

mathematicians. But it does mean that most of us have the potential to be a lot better at arithmetic

and mathematics than we think. If this is true, then why do so many students and adults say they

“can’t do math”? We will answer this fascinating question later. 

Animals Also Have Number Sense

The discovery that infants have a number sense came as no surprise to researchers who work

with animals. For more than 50 years, experiments have shown that birds (Koehler, 1951), rats

(Mechner & Guevrekian, 1962), lions (McComb, Packer, & Pusey, 1994), and chimpanzees

(Woodruff & Premack, 1981) possess both of the number sense abilities described earlier by Devlin.

Of course, different species of animals exhibit their number sense at varying levels of

sophistication. Many birds, for example, display a sense of numerosity in the number of times they

repeat a particular note in their song. Even members of the same species will learn the number of

repetitions common to their location, which may be six repetitions in one woodland and seven in

another. 

Rats and lions seem to have the ability to estimate and compare number. The ability of animals

to compare the numbers of objects in collections has an obvious survival advantage. It would help

a group of animals to know whether to defend their territory if the defenders outnumber the attackers,

or to retreat if there are more attackers. Note that I am referring to the animals as “estimating” and

“comparing” numbers, not “counting.” No one believes that animals actually count by number, as

in 1...2...3 or 11...12...13. Rather, most researchers accept that many animals recognize the difference

between one and two objects; after that it is probably just “more than two.”

What about chimpanzees, our closest relatives on the evolutionary tree? Experiments show that

chimpanzees can do basic arithmetic. For instance, in an experiment using chocolate bars,
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Because we are born with number
sense, most of us have the potential
to be a lot better at arithmetic and
mathematics than we think.
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chimpanzees recognized that 3 bars + 4 bars = 7 bars and 5 bars + 1 bar = 6 bars. They also

recognized that 6 is less than 7. Again, the chimpanzees were not actually counting to 6 or 7, but

most likely were comparing visual scans to recognize that one sum was greater than the other

(Woodruff & Premack, 1981).

The numerical estimating ability shown in rats and chimpanzees resembles the innate number

sense of human infants. Animals can count in that they can increase an internal counter each time

an external stimulus occurs, such as a rat pressing a lever to get food. But their representation of

numbers is a fuzzy one. Humans can do much more. After just a few months of age, toddlers

discover numbers and number words in a precise sequence, and they quickly begin to extend

an innate ability to the point where they can eventually measure exact quantities, even into the

billions.   

Why Do We Have Number Sense? 

Number sense became an innate ability in humans and other animals most likely because it

contributed to their survival. Animals in the wild must constantly assess dangers and opportunities

in their environment. To do so, they need cerebral systems than can rapidly compute the magnitude

of any challenge. As primitive humans went

searching for food, they also had to determine

quickly whether the number of animals they

spotted represented an opportunity or a danger,

whether they were moving too fast, were too

big to capture, or were just too far away. A

mistake in these calculations could be fatal.

Consequently, individuals who were good at determining these magnitudes survived and contributed

to strengthening their species’ genetic capabilities in number sense.

Piaget and Number Sense

Contemporary research on number sense dramatically undermines Jean Piaget’s constructivist

views of 50 years ago. He asserted that newborns enter the world with a clean cognitive slate

(remember tabula rasa?) and, by gathering information from their environment, they gradually

construct a coherent understanding of the world around them. Piaget (1952, 1954) conducted

experiments and concluded that children younger than 10 months of age had no recognition that
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Humans and other animals
developed an innate number sense
because it contributed to their
survival.
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physical objects are permanent, what he called “object permanence.”  He also believed that children

did not possess number sense and that they were unable to grasp the concept of number conservation—

the idea that rearranging  items in a collection does not change their number—until about five years

of age. Furthermore, Piaget and his fellow constructivists suggested that children do not develop a

conceptual understanding of arithmetic until they are seven or eight years of age.

Piaget’s work had great influence on educational thought because his conclusions were based

on experimental psychology. Many educators interpreted Piaget’s work as meaning that the child 

is not ready for arithmetic until the age of six or seven. Teaching arithmetic earlier would be

counterproductive because it might result in distorted number concepts. The child’s frustration in

learning even simple arithmetic operations too soon would only generate feelings of anxiety about

mathematics. According to Piaget, it was better to start teaching logic and the ordering of sets

because these ideas are necessary for acquiring the concept of number. These notions are still

prevalent in many of today’s preschools.

Does this persistent Piagetian approach make sense? Researchers today recognize that many of

Piaget’s experimental procedures with children were flawed, thus leading to erroneous conclusions.

We noted earlier how birds and rats easily recognize a certain number of objects as well as their

spatial configuration. And chimpanzees spontaneously choose the larger of two numerical quantities

of food. Why, then, would human children have to wait until the age of four or five to gain the same

arithmetic capabilities of other animals? We already know the answer: They don’t. Human infants

are at least as gifted as animals in arithmetic, and their ability to acquire number concepts grows

rapidly within their first year of life.

LEARNING TO COUNT

Although infants are born with the same rudimentary number sense observed in rats and

chimpanzees, they possess two arithmetic capabilities that quickly separate them from other animals.

One is the ability to count. The other is to use and manipulate symbols that represent numeric

quantities.

Recognizing the number of objects in a small collection is part of innate number sense. It

requires no counting because the numerosity is identified in an instant. Researchers call this process

subitizing (from the Latin for “sudden”). But when the number in a collection exceeds the limits of

subitizing, counting becomes necessary.
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Subitizing

Our innate visual processing system allows us

to comprehend the numerosity of a collection. It

works instantly and accurately to quantify groups of

four or fewer objects without actually counting

them. But subsidization loses accuracy as the

number in the collection increases. With more

objects, the process slows down as we abandon

subitizing and resort to counting or estimation

based on visual patterns we discern in the

collection. Why is that? It is likely that subitizing is

a primitive cerebral process while counting

involves more sophisticated operations.

Indeed, recent PET scan studies seem to

indicate just that. When participants in the studies were subitizing one to four items, areas in the

visual cortex were activated while areas involving attention were quiet. While counting five to eight

items, however, numerous brain networks were recruited, including those involved in visual atten-

tion in the top area of the brain and cognitive processing in the front regions of the brain. These

results suggest that subitizing is a low-key subconscious (neuroscientists call it preattentive) oper-

ation while counting provokes significant cerebral activity (Piazza, Mechelli, Butterworth, & Price,

2002; Sathian, Simon, Peterson, Patel, Hoffman, & Grafton, 1999). 

Figure 1.2 shows the difference between subitizing and counting. Look at boxes A and B. The

eyes can immediately detect the difference between two and three items in these boxes without

counting. How many dots are there in box C? And how many in box D? Chances are you had to

resort to counting to determine the number of dots in each box. This suggests that subitizing may

well be the developmental prerequisite skill necessary to learn counting. If that is the case, then we

should examine subitizing more closely and determine if reinforcing this skill in children will help

them learn counting easier.

Types of Subitizing

Clements (1999) describes two types of subitizing: perceptual and conceptual. Perceptual

subitizing involves recognizing a number without using other mathematical processes, just as you

did when looking at boxes A and B in Figure 1.2. This innate cerebral mechanism is very likely the
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Box A Box B

Box C Box D

Figure 1.2 We can easily perceive the difference
between two and three items through subitizing.
But as the number of items increases, we resort to
counting to arrive at an accurate total.
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same used by animals, and accounts for some of the surprising capabilities of infants described

earlier in this chapter. Perceptual subitizing also helps children separate collections of objects into

single units and connect each unit with only one number word, thus developing the process of

counting.

Conceptual subitizing allows one to know the number of a collection by recognizing a familiar

pattern, such as the spatial arrangement of dots on the faces of dice or on domino tiles. Other patterns

may be kinesthetic, such as using finger

patterns to figure out addition problems, or

rhythmic patterns, such as gesturing out one

“beat” with each count. Creating and using

conceptual subitizing patterns help young

children develop the abstract number and

arithmetic strategies they will need to master

counting (Clements, 1999; Steffe & Cobb,

1988). Those children who cannot conceptually subitize are likely to have problems learning basic

arithmetic processes. Can this innate ability of subitizing be strengthened through practice? The

answer is yes. You will find suggestions for how to teach subitizing in Chapter 4.

Counting

Origins of Counting

No one knows when and how humans first developed the idea of counting beyond the innate

sequence of “one, two, and many.” Perhaps they began the way young children do today: using their

fingers. (This system is so reliable that many adults also do arithmetic with their fingers.) Our base-

10 number system suggests that counting began as finger enumeration. The Latin word digit is used

to mean both numeral and finger. Even evidence from brain scans lends further support to this

number-to-finger connection. 

When a person is performing basic arithmetic, the greatest brain activity is in the left parietal

lobe and in the region of the motor cortex that controls the fingers (Dehaene, Molko, Cohen, &

Wilson, 2004). Figure 1.3 shows the four major lobes of the brain and the motor cortex. The area

within the dotted oval is highly activated when a person is doing arithmetic. This area includes both

a part of the parietal lobe and the section of the motor cortex that controls finger movement. 

This raises an interesting question. Is it just a coincidence that the region of the brain we use for

counting includes the same part that controls our fingers? Or is it possible that counting began with
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our fingers, and the brain later learned to do

counting without manipulating them? Some

researchers speculate that if our human

ancestors’ first experience with numbers was

using their fingers, then the region of the brain

that controls the fingers would be the area where

more abstract mental arithmetic would be

located in their descendants (Devlin, 2000).

Assuming fingers were our first counting

tools, we obviously ran into a problem when

counting collections of more than 10 objects.

Some cultures resorted to using other body

parts to increase the total. Even today, the

natives of the Torres Straits Islands in New

Guinea denote numbers up to 33 by pointing to

different parts of their body, including fingers,

arms, shoulders, chest, legs, and toes. Naming

the body part evokes the corresponding number. Thus, the word six is literally “wrist,” and nine is

“left breast.” They use sticks for numbers larger than 33 (Ifrah, 1985). But this process is hopeless

for numbers beyond 30 or so. Eventually, some cultures used a physical tally system, such as mak-

ing notches on a bone or stick. Notched bones have been discovered that date back about 40,000

years. According to the fossil record, this is about the same time that humans started to use symbolic

representations in rock carvings and cave paintings (Devlin, 2000).

Finger counting and physical tallies show that these cultures understood the concept of

numerosity, but that does not imply they understood the abstract concept of number. Archeologists,

such as Denise Schmandt-Besserat (1985), suspect that the introduction of abstract counting

numbers, as opposed to markings, appeared around 8,000 BC and were used by the highly advanced

Sumerian society that flourished in the Fertile Crescent of what is now Iraq and Syria. They used

tokens of different shapes to represent a specific quantity of a trade item, such as a jar of oil or loaf

of bread. They used symbolic markings on clay tablets to keep running totals of items in commerce.

It was not really a separate number system, but it was the first use of a symbol system that set the

stage for the functional, abstract numbers we use today.   

Our present numbering system was developed over two thousand years by the Hindus, and

attained its present form in about the sixth century. In the seventh century, it was introduced to

Europe by Persian mathematicians and thus became known as the “Arabic system.”  This ingenious

invention now enjoys worldwide acceptance for several reasons.
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Occipital lobe

Temporal lobe

Frontal lobe

Motor cortex

Parietal lobe

Figure 1.3 This view of the left side of the brain shows
the four lobes and the motor cortex. The area within 
the oval is highly activated when a person is doing
arithmetic. This area includes part of the parietal lobe
and the section of the motor cortex that controls the
fingers.
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• Each number has its own word, and the number words can be read aloud. Saying a number,

such as 1776 (one-thousand seven-hundred and seventy-six), clearly reveals the numeric struc-

ture of units, tens, hundreds, and thousands. 

• The numerical system is not just symbols but also a language, thereby allowing humans to

use their innate language fluency to handle numbers.

• It is concise and easily learned.

• We can use it to represent numbers of unlimited magnitude and apply them to measurements

and collections of all types.

• It reduces computation with numbers to the routine manipulation of symbols on a page.

In fairness, I should mention that the original idea of denoting numbers by stringing together a

small collection of basic symbols to form number words came from the Babylonians around 2000

BC. But the system was cumbersome to use because it was built on the base 60, and thus did not gain

wide acceptance. Nonetheless, we still use it in our measurements of time (60 seconds make one

minute, etc.) and geography (60 seconds make one degree of latitude and longitude).

Beginning to Count

Wynn (1990) was among the first researchers to examine how young children conceptualize the

how and why of counting. She discovered that by the age of 30 months, most children have seen

someone counting on numerous occasions. They also demonstrate the ability to count different types

of sounds on a videotape. So, quite early on and without explicit teaching, they understand that

counting is an abstract procedure that applies to all kinds of visual and auditory objects. 

By the age of three, most children recognize that there are separate words to describe the quantity

of something—that is, they answer the question of “how many.” Children also know that number

words are different from those that describe the size, shape, or color of objects and that they hold a

specific place in the sequence of describing words. They learn to say “three big dogs,” but never “big

three dogs.” At this stage, they know that “three” is a number, but they may not know the precise

value that it represents. That will come to them later with experience and practice.

For the young mind, counting is a complex process that uses a one-to-one principle. It involves

saying number words in the correct sequence while systematically assigning a number word to each

object being counted. Eventually, children recognize that the last number in the counting sequence
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tells them the total number of objects in the collection, a concept known as the cardinal principle.

Students who do not attain the cardinal principle will be delayed in their ability to add and subtract

with meaning. As a result, these students always recount each item when adding. They recognize

addition as an increase in number but do not start from the last number counted. In Chapter 4, you

will find some suggestions on how to help children learn to count. 

How Language Affects Counting

Cultural Variations in Working Memory Capacity

Every time the results of international test scores in mathematics are released, children from the

United States usually perform dismally compared to children from other nations, particularly those

from Asia. Differences in classroom instruction and curriculum may be partly to blame. But cultural

differences in computational ability may have their roots in the words that different cultures use to

represent numbers.

Read the following list of numbers aloud: 7, 5, 9, 11, 8, 3, 7, 2. Now cover the list and take

about 20 seconds to try to memorize the list. Now recite them again without looking at the list. Did

you get them all correct? Chances are that if your native language is English, you might have got-

ten only about four or five in the correct order. But if you are Chinese, you may have gotten all of

them correct. Why is that? When you try to remember a list of numbers by saying them aloud, you

are using a verbal memory loop, a part of immediate memory that can hold information for only

about two seconds. This forces you to rehearse the words to refresh them in the loop. As a result,

your memory span is limited by how many number words you can say in less than two seconds.

That time span is too short for most people to say aloud the 12 syllables contained in the eight

numbers you were trying to remember. Of course, if you can recite faster, you will remember

more.

Chinese numbers are very brief. Most of them can be recited in less than one-fourth of a second.

Pronouncing their English equivalents takes about one-third of a second. This difference might seem

trivial to you, but it is very significant to researchers. Studies of languages as diverse as English,

Hebrew, Arabic, Chinese, and Welsh show a correlation between the time required to pronounce

numbers in a given language and the memory span of numbers in its speakers. People in Hong Kong,

where the Cantonese dialect of Chinese is spoken, have a number memory span of about 10 digits,

as opposed to the seven in speakers of English and other Western languages.
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One factor contributing to this difference is the finding from brain imaging studies that native

Chinese speakers process arithmetic manipulation in areas of the brain different from those of

native English speakers. Researchers speculate that the biological encoding of numbers may differ

in the two cultures because their languages are written so differently, resulting in vastly dissimilar

visual reading experiences (Tang et al., 2006).

Surprisingly, the magical number of seven items, long considered the fixed span of working

memory, is just the standard span for a special

population of humans—namely, Western adults

on whom about 90 percent of psychological

studies have been focused. No doubt there is a

biological limit to the capacity of working

memory, but that limit also appears to be

affected by culture and training. The cultural

variations in memory span suggest that Asian

numerical notations, such as in Chinese and

Japanese, are more easily memorized than our Western notations because they are more compact

(Miller, Smith, Zhu, & Zhang, 1995).

There are some tricks that adults can use to increase digit memory span. These tricks can also

be taught to young students at the appropriate age.

� Memorize numbers by saying them aloud and using the shortest words possible. The number

76,391 is easier to remember as “seven-six-three-nine-one” (6 syllables) rather than as

“seventy-two thousand three hundred and ninety-one” (13 syllables).

� Chunking numbers into groups is another useful strategy. Ten-digit telephone numbers are

easier to remember when they are divided into the three-digit area code, followed by two

groups of three and four digits.

� Look for ways to tie parts of the number you are memorizing to other numbers that are

familiar to you, such as your area code, postal zip code, address, or Social Security number.   

English Words Make Learning Arithmetic Harder

Although the base-10 system has taken over most languages, how we say numbers in different 

languages runs the gamut from simple to complex. English has many inconsistencies in its number
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words. Ten has three forms: ten, -teen, and -ty.

Eleven and twelve fit no pattern, and the ones

are stated before the tens in the numbers 13

through 19. Chinese and Japanese hold the

prize for simplicity. Not only is their number

syntax easy to learn and remember, but their syntax perfectly reflects the decimal structure. English

syntax does not. As a result, Asian children learn to count earlier and higher than their American and

Western peers and can do simple addition and subtraction sooner as well. By age four, Chinese

children can generally count up to 40, while American children of the same age can barely get to 15,

and it takes them another year to get to 40. 

How do we know the difference is due to language? Because children in the two countries

show no age differences in their ability to count from 1 to 12. Take a look at Figure 1.4. The

curves represent the percentage of children who could correctly count up to a certain number.

Note the marked separation of the counting curves just past the number 12. Differences appear

only when English-speaking children encounter the special rules for forming number words.

Here’s why. In Chinese, for example, the nine short names for the numbers 1 through 9

respectively are yi, èr, san, si, wu, liù, qi, ba,

and jiu. The four multipliers are 10 (shi),

100 (bai), 1,000 (qian), and 10,000 (wàn).

Composing a number past 10 is simple: 11 is

ten one (shi yi), 12 is ten two (shi èr), 13 is ten

three (shi san), and so on up to 20, which is two

ten (èr shi). This logical system continues: 21

is two ten one (èr shi yi), 22 is two ten two (èr

shi èr), 30 is three ten (san shi), and 40 is four

ten (si shi). For numbers past 12, Chinese

children just keep applying the simple rules

that worked for 1 to 12. (Japanese has an

almost identical counting system.) Chinese

needs only 11 words to count from 1 to 100,

but English requires 28.

American children often try to apply logical

number rules but find that after correctly recit-

ing twenty-eight, and twenty-nine, they have made a mistake when they continue with words like

twenty-ten and twenty-eleven. These types of grammatical errors in number syntax are almost non-

existent in Asian countries.
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Because of language differences,
Asian children learn to count earlier
and higher than their Western peers.
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Figure 1.4 The chart shows the percentage of
American and Chinese children reciting numbers as
far as they could. More Chinese children could
count much further than their American peers.
(Adapted from Miller, Smith, Zhu, & Zhang, 1995
with permission of the publisher and author.)
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The number word differences affect the experiences that Asian and American children will have

with arithmetic in their early school years. Because the system of spoken Chinese numerals directly

parallels the structure of written Arabic numerals, Chinese children have much less difficulty than

their American peers in learning the principles of place value notation in base 10. For instance, when

asked to form the number 25 with unit cubes and bars of 10, Chinese children readily select two bars

of 10 and five units. American children, however, laboriously count out 25 units, and fail to take

advantage of the shortcut provided by groups of 10. If given a bar of 20 units, they use it more

frequently than two bars of 10. This indicates that they seem to give attention to the surface meaning

of 25, while Chinese children are exhibiting a deeper understanding of the base-10 structure

(Dehaene, 1997). 

I should also note that the French and German languages have their own peculiarities. For

instance, 70 in French is soixante-dix (sixty-ten), and 97 is an awkward quatre-vingt-dix-sept (four-

twenty-ten-seven). German has its unique reversal of decades and units in its number words. The

number 542 is said as funf hundert zwei und vierzig (five hundred two and forty).  

To summarize, the Western language systems for saying numbers pose more problems for

children learning to count than do Asian languages. The Western systems are harder to keep in

temporary memory, make the acquisition of counting and the conception of base 10 more difficult,

and slow down calculation. Unfortunately, no one realistically expects that Western counting

systems will be modified to resemble the Asian model. But educators should at least be aware 

of these significant language problems, especially when they are comparing the test results in

mathematics of Asian and English-speaking elementary students.

The Mental Number Line

During the last 40 years or so, numerous experimenters have made some intriguing discov-

eries when they have asked people to compare numbers. One of the earliest experiments con-

sisted of measuring the time it took for adults to decide which was the larger of two Arabic digits.

When two digits were far apart in values, such as 2 and 9, the adults responded quickly, and

almost without error. But when the digits were closer in value, such as 5 and 6, the response time

increased significantly, and the error rate rose dramatically. Furthermore, responses for an equal

distance between numbers slowed down as the number pairs became increasingly larger. That is,

the response time was greater when comparing digits 3 and 4 than for digits 2 and 3, and greater

still for digits 8 and 9 (Moyer & Landauer, 1967). Subsequent experiments consistently yield

similar results (Figure 1.5).
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Another experiment measured the time it

took adults to decide whether a two-digit numeral

was larger or smaller than 65. Once again, the

response time grew longer as the numerals got

closer in value to 65 (e.g., Is 71 larger or smaller

than 65?) and, conversely, became progressively

shorter as the value of the numerals became more

distant from 65 (e.g., Is 43 larger or smaller than

65?) (Dehaene, Dupoux, & Mehler, 1990).

Similar results were found in more recent studies

in which response times were measured for

number comparisons in kindergartners (Temple

& Posner, 1998), in second graders (Nuerk,

Kaufmann, Zoppoth, & Willmes, 2004), and

adults (Brannon, 2003).

These experiments lead to two conclusions:

• The speed with which we compare two numbers depends not just on the distance between

them but on their size as well. It takes far longer to decide that 9 is larger than 8 than to decide

that 2 is larger than 1. For numbers of equal distance apart, larger numbers are more difficult

to compare than smaller ones.

• It takes much longer to decide on the larger of two numbers that are a small distance apart

than to decide on the larger of two numbers that are a greater distance apart. It is easier to

recognize that 74 is larger than 37 than to decide that 74 is larger than 73.

What can explain these findings? Researchers suggest that the brain comprehends each numeral

and transforms it quickly into an internal quantity, ignoring the digit symbols representing that

quantity. How easily the brain distinguishes two numbers depends not so much on their absolute

numerical distance as their distance relative to their size. In other words, it appears that humans

possess a mental number line, where we envision numbers as points on a line, with 1 on the left, 2

to its right, then 3, and so on. When we have to decide which of two numbers is larger, we mentally

view them on our internal line and determine which one is on the right.

The mental number line is similar to the standard one we learn in elementary school, but with

one important difference. On our mental number line, the numbers are not spaced out evenly as they

are on the standard number line. Instead, the farther we go along the mental number line, the closer

together the numbers appear to be. This explains the results of the number-comparison experiments 
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Figure 1.5 This qualitative chart illustrates how
the average response time increases for adults
deciding which is the larger of the two digits in
each pair as the value of the digits increases.
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described earlier. The increasing compression

of numbers makes it more difficult to

distinguish the larger of a pair of numbers as

their value gets greater. We can decide which

is the larger of 6 and 5 much faster than for the

pair 65 and 64. Although both pairs have the

same numerical difference of one, the larger

pair appear closer together on our mental number line than do the smaller pair. As a result, the speed

and accuracy with which we carry out calculations decrease as the numbers get larger. Figure 1.6

illustrates this phenomenon. (Incidentally, experiments with people whose native language is read

from right to left, such as Arabic and Hebrew, possess mental number lines that also run from right

to left. Apparently, our mental number line generally runs in the direction of our reading.)

Why are these findings important? The internal number line offers us a limited degree of

intuition about numbers. It deals with only positive integers and their quantitative relationship to

each other (there were no negative numbers in our ancestral environment). This probably explains

why we have no intuition regarding other numbers that modern mathematicians use, such as negative

integers, fractions, or irrational numbers. Yet

all these entities posed significant challenges

to the mathematicians of the past, and still

present great difficulties to the students of

today. These entities remain difficult for the

average person because they do not correspond

to any natural category in our brain. Small

positive integers make such sense to our innate

sense of numerosity that even four-year-olds

can comprehend them. But the other entities

make no such natural connection. To understand them, we have to construct mental models that

provide understanding. Teachers do this when they discuss these topics. For example, when

introducing negative numbers, teachers resort to metaphors such as money borrowed from a bank,

temperatures below zero, or simply an extension of the number line to the left of zero.    

Number Symbols Are Different From Number Words

One fascinating discovery about numerical symbols and number words is that the brain processes

them in different locations. Brain imaging experiments and clinical case studies have convinced

researchers that number symbols are hardwired in our intuitive number module in the left parietal 
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Figure 1.6 This illustration of the mental number line
shows why the brain can decide that 10 is larger than
1 faster than it can decide that 80 is larger than 70.

The increasing compression of 
numbers on our mental number line
makes it more difficult to distinguish
the larger of a pair of numbers as
their value gets greater. As a result,
the speed and accuracy with which
we carry out calculations decrease
as the numbers get larger.
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lobe. Ordinary language number words,

however, are stored in Broca’s area, located in

the left frontal lobe (Figure 1.7). Broca’s area

is where our language vocabulary is processed.

Clinical studies describe people who are

unable to read words due to damage in Broca’s

area, but who can read aloud single or multi-

digit numbers presented to them using

numerals. Other patients with severe language

impairments can hardly read or write, but do

just fine on a standard arithmetic test if the

questions are presented in a purely numerical

form (Butterworth, 1999).  

Our number system may indeed be a

language, but it is a very special one that is

handled in a different region of the brain from normal language. Devlin (2000) suggests that this

separation of number symbols from number words is just what would be expected if our number

symbols were derived from the use of our fingers (a parietal lobe process) and number words from

ordinary language (a frontal lobe process).

The major implication here is that the

human brain comprehends numerals as a quan-

tity, not as words. Automatically and uncon-

sciously, numerical symbols are converted

almost instantly to an internal quantity. More-

over, the conversion includes an automatic 

orientation of numbers in space, small ones 

to the left and large ones to the right.

Comprehending numbers, then, is a reflex action that is deeply rooted in our brains, resulting in an

immediate attribution of meaning to numbers. 

Expanded Notions of Number Sense

Mathematics educators have a much broader view of number sense than cognitive

neuroscientists. We have already noted that cognitive neuroscientists view number sense as a

biologically based innate quality that is limited to simple intuitions about quantity, including the
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Figure 1.7 Broca’s area in the left frontal lobe
processes our language vocabulary, including number
words. Number symbols, however, are hardwired in the
number module located in the left parietal lobe.

The human brain comprehends
numerals as quantities, not as words.
This reflex action is deeply rooted in 
our brains and results in an immediate
attribution of meaning to numbers.
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rapid and accurate perception of small numerosities (subitizing), the ability to count, to compare

numerical magnitudes, and to comprehend simple arithmetic operations. Dehaene (2001) is a major

proponent of a single number sense—namely, the basic representation of quantity—rather than a

patchwork of representations and abilities. He does suggest, however, that this core number sense

becomes connected to other cognitive systems as a consequence of both cognitive development and

education.

When Berch (2005) reviewed the literature in cognitive development, mathematics cognition,

and mathematics education, he found that mathematics educators consider number sense to be much

more complex and multifaceted in nature. They expand this concept to include skill sets that develop

as a result of involvement with learning activities in mathematics. According to Berch, some of these

abilities include

• Ability to recognize something has changed in a small collection when, without direct

knowledge, an object has been removed or added to the collection

• Elementary abilities or intuitions about numbers and arithmetic

• A mental number line on which analog representations of numerical quantities can be

manipulated

• An innate capacity to process approximate numerosities

• Ability to make numerical magnitude comparisons

• Ability to decompose numbers naturally

• Ability to develop useful strategies for solving complex problems

• Ability to use the relationships among arithmetic operations to understand the base-10

number system

• Ability to use numbers and quantitative methods to communicate, process, and interpret

information

• Awareness of levels of accuracy and sensitivity for the reasonableness of calculations

• Desire to make sense of numerical situations by looking for links between new information

and previously acquired knowledge

• Knowledge of the effects of operations on numbers

• Fluency and flexibility with numbers and understanding of number meanings

• Recognition of gross numerical errors

• Understanding of numbers as tools to measure things in the real world

• Inventing procedures for conducting numerical operations

• Thinking or talking in a sensible way about the general properties of a numerical problem

or expression, without doing any precise computation
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Portions of this more expansive view of number sense already appear

• as one of the five content standards of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

Principles and Standards for Mathematics (NCTM, 2000),

• in contemporary mathematics textbooks, and

• as a distinct set of test items included in the mathematics portions of the National Assessment

of Educational Progress (NAEP), the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study

(TIMSS), and the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA).

Can We Teach Number Sense?

Those who view number sense as an intrinsic ability will argue that the elementary components

are genetically programmed, have a long evolutionary history, and develop spontaneously without

explicit instruction as a young human interacts with the environment. However, most of these

researchers do not view number sense as a fixed or immutable entity. Rather, they suggest that the

neurocognitive systems supporting these elementary numerical abilities  provide just the foundational

structure needed for acquiring the expanded abilities cited by mathematics educators. And they

recognize that both formal and informal instruction can enhance number sense development prior

to entering school. 

Berch (2005) notes that the abilities and skills associated with the expanded view of number

sense cannot be isolated into special textbook chapters or instructional units, and that their

development does not result from a set of activities designed specifically for this purpose. He agrees

with those mathematics educators who contend that number sense constitutes a way of thinking that

should permeate all aspects of mathematics teaching and learning. It may be more beneficial to view

number sense as a by-product of other learning than as a specific goal of direct instruction.

Gersten and Chard (1999) suggest that the innate qualities of number sense may be similar to

phonemic awareness in reading develop-

ment, especially for early experiences in

arithmetic. Just as phonemic awareness is a

prerequisite to learning phonics and becom-

ing a successful reader, developing number

sense is a prerequisite for succeeding in

mathematics. They further propose that

number sense is the missing component in

the learning of early arithmetic facts, and explain the reason that rote drill and practice do not lead

to significant improvement in mathematics ability.  
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Just as phonemic awareness is a
prerequisite to learning phonics and
becoming a successful reader,
developing number sense is a
prerequisite for succeeding in
mathematics.
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Because Gersten and Chard (1999) believe that number sense is so critical to success in learning

mathematics, they have identified five stepping-stones that allow teachers to assess a child’s

understanding of number sense. Their five levels are 

• Level 1. Children have not yet developed number sense beyond their innate notions of

numerosity. They have no sense of relative quantity and may not know the difference between

“less than” and “more than” or “fewer” and “greater.”

• Level 2. Children are starting to acquire number sense. They can understand terms like “lots of,”

“six,” and “nine,” and are beginning to understand the concepts of “less than” and “more than.” They

also understand lesser or greater amounts but do not yet have basic computation skills.

• Level 3. Children fully understand “less than” and “more than.” They have a concept of com-

putation and may use their fingers or objects to apply the “count up from one” strategy to

solve problems. Errors occur when the child is calculating numbers higher than five, because

this requires using the fingers of both hands.

• Level 4. Children are now relying on the “count up” or “counting on” process instead of the

“counting all” process they used at the previous level. They understand the conceptual reality of

numbers in that they do not have to count to five to know that five exists. Assuming they can

count accurately, children at this level are able to solve any digit problem.

• Level 5. Children demonstrate retrieval strategies for solving problems. They have already

automated addition facts and are acquiring basic subtraction facts.

Teaching Number Sense at All Grade Levels

Gurganus (2004) agrees that number sense is analogous to phonemic awareness. However, she

takes the broader view and notes that, unlike phonemic awareness, number sense develops

throughout a student’s mathematics education and applies to a wide range of concepts. Here are her

suggestions to teachers for promoting number sense across the grade levels.

� Pair numbers with meaningful objects. To help young students view numbers as values

rather than labels, associate numbers with concrete objects. For example, there are two

wheels on a bicycle, three wheels on a tricycle, and four wheels on a car.

� Use language to gradually match numbers with objects and symbols. Model using talk

to create sentences about number activities so that students can use self-talk to describe

these relationships. For instance, “Two blocks and three more blocks give us five blocks.”
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� Incorporate counting activities. Ask younger students to count to 10 and back. Challenge

older students to count by 2s, 5s, 10s, and even 3s, 4s, or 7s. Counting up and back builds

understanding of number relationships and magnitudes. Have students challenge each other

to guess a counting pattern. For example: “500, 525, 550, 575—What is my pattern?”

� Provide experiences with number lines. Create a large number line across the classroom

floor using colored tape (Figure 1.8). Have students move from number to number to show

counting, operations, or even rounding. Draw number lines using whole numbers, integers,

or decimals.
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Figure 1.8 Different number lines placed on the floor of the classroom with
tape can help students understand number relationships.

� Plan meaningful estimation experiences. Students need to recognize that many things can-

not and need not be measured precisely. Provide lots of practice with estimation. Stress that

estimation is not guessing but that there should be a reasonable range for the estimation based

on experience. For example, “How many students do you think ate in the cafeteria today?” 

� Measure and then make measurement estimates. Have students use measurement tools

to measure length, area, volume, mass, temperature, and other attributes of meaningful things

in their environment. Young students can start with measuring the teacher’s desk or distances

on the classroom floor. After some practice, ask students to estimate before they measure.

This builds a stronger sense of measurement units and what they represent.

� Use number charts. Charts in different arrangements (e.g., 1 to 100) offer many

opportunities for students to explore number patterns. Cover up specific numbers on the

charts and challenge students to discover the underlying relationships of difficult concepts

such as factors and primes. 

� Introduce materials that involve numbers or number representations. Ask students to

examine items such as dice, dominoes, playing cards, coins, clocks, and rulers. Ask them to

search for ways they can adapt these items for counting, pattern making, number operations,

and number comparisons. 

25 30 35 40 45 50 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5
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� Read literature that involves numbers. Books such as The Mud Flat Olympics, by James

Stevenson (1994), or Anno’s Counting Book, by Anno Mitsumasa (1977), provide a different

way to take a mathematical journey.

� Create magic number squares. Show students how to determine the missing numbers and

have them create new squares to challenge their classmates (Figure 1.9).
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Figure 1.9 Number squares come in many different configurations and are
enjoyable ways to learn addition. In these examples, rows, columns, and
diagonals must add up to 34.

� Manipulate different representations of the same quantity. Model moving back and forth

between decimals, fractions, and percentages (e.g., 0.25 = 1/4 = 25%). Point out the same

length in millimeters, centimeters, and meters (e.g., 35 mm = 3.5 cm = 0.035 m). 

� Explore very large numbers and their representations. Students love the sound of large

numbers, like billion and trillion, but often have difficulty conceptualizing them. Use

calculators to investigate the effects of squaring and other exponents. Where appropriate,

express large numbers with scientific notation (e.g., 500,000 can be written as 5 × 105).

� Collect and chart data. At every grade level, students can collect meaningful data. Ask the

students to use concrete objects whenever possible, such as counting each type of bean in a

mixture or the number of marbles of each color in a collection. Also ask the students to

examine the data using graphs, formulas, and other comparisons.

� Compare number representations in other cultures. Students can gain insights into

number relationships by exploring how other cultures count, use symbols for numbers, and

solve algorithms. Students often find these activities fascinating. They can read about gesture
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counting and the various symbols and systems that various cultures have used to represent

numbers (see Zaslavsky, 2001). 

� Set up spreadsheets. Commercial spreadsheets are a great way for teaching students how

to encode formulas for cells that will compute and compare values within other cells. Ask

“What if. . .?” questions and manipulate values within the spreadsheet. 

� Solve problems and consider the reasonableness of the solution. Remind students that the

last step in problem solving should be to ask, “Does this answer make sense?” Have them

practice selecting solutions by estimation without actually working out the problems.

� Find everyday, functional uses of numbers. Explore every opportunity for students to see

the practical applications of mathematics. For example, they could follow their favorite

sports team’s averages, track a company on the stock market, look for sales at the department

store, or determine distances on a road map for the school field trip. Whenever possible, ask

the students to graph, compare, predict, and discuss their data and measurements.

� Explore unusual numbers. Older students might find adventure in special numbers with

intriguing patterns. Examples are Fibonacci and the golden ratio; abundant, perfect, and

weird numbers; and number patterns that form palindromes.

� Model the enjoyment of numbers and number patterns. Research studies show repeatedly

that the teacher is the most critical factor in establishing a climate for curiosity and

enjoyment of mathematics. Keep learning and searching for new ways to have fun with

numbers. The Internet is a valuable resource for number games. See the Resources section

of this book.

More suggestions for teaching number sense to students in the primary grades will be found in

Chapter 5.

Quantities to Words to Symbols

In an effort to describe how number sense emerges, researcher Sharon Griffin (2002) created a

model showing that the development of number sense goes through three major phases. First, the

visual processing system recognizes objects in a collection. For small collections, the numerosity can 
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be determined quickly and without

counting through our innate capacity to

subitize. As the quantity of objects in a

collection grows larger, we move to the

second phase and create number words to

communicate an exact count in our native

language to others. 

The third phase emerges when we

realize that writing number words for

large quantities is tedious and that they

do not lend themselves to mathemat-

ical manipulation. Therefore, we create

numerical symbols and operational

signs. At the beginning, the flow from

one stage to the next is linear. But with

practice, all three phases interact when-

ever the brain performs mathematical

operations (Figure 1.10).

Gardner’s Logical/Mathematical Intelligence

Many readers may be familiar with the theory proposed in 1983 by Howard Gardner of Harvard

University that humans are born with a variety of capabilities that allow them to succeed in their

environment. His idea—known as the theory of multiple intelligences—was that we possess at least

seven (now up to 10) different intelligences. The original seven intelligences he proposed are 

musical, logical/mathematical, spatial, bodily/kinesthetic, linguistic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal.

Soon after he added naturalist, and several years later spiritualist and emotionalist. Gardner defined

intelligence as an individual’s ability to use a learned skill, create products, or solve problems in a

way that is valued by the society of that individual. This novel approach expanded our understanding

of intelligence to include divergent thinking and interpersonal expertise. He further differentiated

between the terms intelligence and creativity, and suggested that in everyday life people can display

intelligent originality in any of the intelligences (Gardner, 1993). 

This theory suggests that at the core of each intelligence is an information-processing system

unique to that intelligence. The intelligence of an athlete is different from that of a musician or

physicist. Gardner also suggests that each intelligence is a continuum and semiautonomous. A person
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Figure 1.10 Researcher Sharon Griffin created a
model that shows the development of number sense
from recognizing real-world quantities to creating
number words to describe those quantities and, finally,
symbols and operational signs to represent and
manipulate quantities. With practice, all three interact
when the brain processes mathematical operations.
(Adapted with permission from Griffin, 2002)
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who has abilities in athletics but who does poorly in music has enhanced athletic intelligence. The

presence or absence of music capabilities exists separately from the individual’s athletic prowess.

Is Logical/Mathematical Intelligence the Same As Number Sense?

According to Gardner, the logical/mathematical intelligence uses numbers, sequencing, and

patterns to solve problems (Figure 1.11). Thus, it deals with the ability to think logically,

systematically, inductively, and to some

degree deductively. It also includes the

ability to recognize both geometric and

numerical patterns, and to see and work

with abstract concepts. Students strong in

this intelligence:

• Can easily compute numbers mentally

• Like to be organized

• Are very precise

• Have a systematic approach to

problem solving

• Recognize numerical and geometric

patterns

• Like computer games and puzzles 

• Like to explore and experiment in a

logical way

• Are able to move easily from the

concrete to the abstract

• Think conceptually

Gardner made clear that intelligence is not just how a person thinks, but also includes the

materials and the values of the situation where and when the thinking occurs. The availability of

appropriate materials and the values of any particular culture will thus have a significant impact on

the degree to which specific intelligences will be activated, developed, or discouraged. A person’s

combined intellectual capability, then, is the result of innate tendencies (the genetic contribution) and

the society in which that individual develops (the environmental contribution). 

Are there genes that enhance mathematical ability? Very likely. Studies of identical twins (they

share the same genes) and fraternal twins (they share one-half of their genes) suggest how much a

certain trait is inherited. Several studies over the past decades have found that identical twins usually
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Figure 1.11 This chart shows eight of Gardner's ten
intelligences (Gardner, 1993). Is it possible that the
logical/mathematical intelligence is the same as number
sense?
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exhibit similar levels of mathematical performance. In fraternal twins, however, one may be an excel-

lent performer in mathematics while the other is just mediocre (Alarcón, Knopik, & DeFries, 2000). 

Number sense, then, can be considered the innate beginnings of mathematical intelligence. But

the extent to which it becomes an individual’s major talent still rests with the type and strength of

the genetic input and the environment in which the individual grows and learns.  

We will discuss more about Gardner’s theory and its application to classroom instruction in

Chapters 3 and 7.

WHAT’S COMING?

Number sense provides students with a limited ability to subitize and determine the numerosity of

small groups of objects. As the number of objects increases, the brain must resort to a more exact

system of enumeration that we call counting. Simultaneously, the skills necessary to do exact

addition and subtraction emerge. But as students need to manipulate larger and larger numbers,

addition is no longer an efficient process. They must now learn to calculate through multiplication.

Why is learning multiplication so difficult, even for adults? Are we teaching multiplication in the

most effective way?  Do we really even need to learn the multiplication tables?  The answers to these

and other interesting questions about how we learn to calculate are found in the next chapter.
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Chapter 1 — Developing Number Sense

Reflections 

Jot down on this page key points, ideas,

strategies, and resources you want to consider

later. This sheet is your personal journal 

summary and will help to jog your memory.
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